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NEWSBREAKS
The “Chempax Product Features” Resource

CHEMPAX VB: PLANT MAINTENANCE
ChempaxVB.NET Plant Maintenance Module allows businesses to create, manage,
track and schedule maintenance throughout the plant. Maintenance assignments are
in the form of Work Orders. These Work Orders can be preventative or on demand
issues. Utilizing the Plant Maintenance Module enables companies to better organize,
plan and manage their maintenance activities. Therefore, businesses can improve
efficiency, productivity and profitability.

PLANT MAINTENANCE OVERVIEW

The Plant Maintenance Module provides the tools to track and
manage the maintenance of equipment and infrastructure. It
addresses the following issues:
• If equipment breaks, how/where do workers report this?
• If equipment needs routine maintenance, how do we know when this needs
to be done?
• If equipment needs replacement or maintenance, how do we know what
procedures to follow, and what parts are needed?
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14 - 17: NACD 45th Annual
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• How does the Plant Maintenance manager know what repair work to
schedule and who to assign to the tasks?
Utilizing the Plant Maintenance Module in ChempaxVB.NET will:
•  Define the properties and infrastructure of the plant and equipment.   
•  Define calendar based triggers (e.g. every 2 months) for preventive
services on individual pieces of equipment, in order to create Work Orders
that will be automatically generated when triggering requirements are met.
• Schedule and record all Plant Work Orders.
• Generate Email Event triggers when Work Orders are assigned or Parts are
required.
• Issue Work Orders and record transaction data of Work Order status and
completion.
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SAVE THE DATE
interAXions
User Conference

May 16 - 19, 2017
Harrah’s Resort Atlantic City
Atlantic City, NJ
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PLANT MAINTENANCE CONTROL

The Plant Maintenance Control (PM 1) program allows for a base definition of the properties of Plant and Equipment
levels to enforce consistency of data entry. Any other Plant Maintenance system-level parameters (e.g. Next Work
Order #) will also be maintained in this program.

PLANT LEVEL MAINTENANCE

The Plant Level Maintenance (PM 2) program allows for the definition of the Plant and equipment as individual levels,
with a parent/child relationship to establish an organized hierarchy that represent the areas/processes/equipment in
your plant. The hierarchy provides a clearer way to depict the elements in your manufacturing/distribution facility.
•  Equipment can be defined as a
single Part, or as an Assembly,
which is a set of Parts. Maintenance
and Repair may require replacing
an entire piece of equipment, or just
part of the Assembly. Level parts
will be displayed when creating
Plant Work Orders for the level.
•  Any default Properties defined for
the level in Plant Maintenance
Control (PM 1) will appear here, and
any other properties specific to this
level/equipment can be created.
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PLANT HIERARCHY – TREE VIEW

Easily visualize the Plant Hierarchy utilizing the graphical Tree View included
in the Plant Level Maintenance program.

A

A. Search and Filtering capabilities are built in to the Tree View.
B.  Right-click on node to present options to view level details or
enter a new Plant Maintenance Preventative Service or Work
Order.

B

PLANT PREVENTATIVE SERVICE MAINTENANCE

The Plant Preventative Service Maintenance (PM 3) program allows for the definition of calendar based triggers
(e.g. every 2 months) for preventative services on individual pieces of equipment. ChempaxVB.Net will automatically
generate a Preventative Work Order once a trigger requirement is met, allowing companies to stay on top of their
plant maintenance and streamlining the process.

Attach files to the Plant Work
Order record with the option
to print attachments with
related Plant Work Orders.

Create default settings
for ‘Assigned To’,
‘Estimated Duration’
and ‘Default Severity’.

Include service procedures for
the related Plant Work Orders.
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PLANT WORK ORDER MAINTENANCE

The Plant Work Order Maintenance (PM 4) program allows for the entry of one-off or on demand Plant Work Orders,
or the Maintenance of existing Plant Work Orders, including auto-generated Preventative Service orders.
An updateable Datasheet view with import
and export functionality included.

Set the Status,
Severity and
assign a User
to the Work
Order.

User and time-stamped
comments can be logged
for Issue Descriptions
and Resolution.

Add the Parts that are required to complete the Work Order.

CONTACT US
Datacor, Inc.

25 Hanover Road, Bldg. B, Ste. 300
Florham Park, New Jersey 07932
T: (973) 822-1551  |  F: (973) 822-3976
marketing@datacor.com | www.datacor.com
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ANY QUESTIONS?
If you have any questions regarding plant maintenance
please contact your primary support representative or
e-mail vbsupport@datacor.com.

Follow Us:
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